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United Wisconsin Lauds SCOTUS Decision to Halt Last 

Minute Implementation of Voter ID Law 

 
Supreme Court of the United States issues 6-3 decision blocking implementation of 

Wisconsin Voter ID law ahead of November 4 

 

MADISON- United Wisconsin Executive Director Lisa Subeck made the following 

statement in response to the United States Supreme Court’s 6-3 decision blocking 
implementation of Wisconsin’s Voter ID law for the November election: 

 

“Wisconsin voters can breathe a sigh of relief tonight, with the knowledge that their 

right to vote will not be suppressed by an unconstitutional Voter ID law promoted 

by Governor Scott Walker and his Republican allies in the legislature.  

 

In a blatantly desperate political move, Walker made last minute administrative 
changes to the process of obtaining an ID and nearly succeeded in suppressing the 

votes of hundreds of thousands of Wisconsinites who lack the required photo 

identification. 

 

Wisconsin’s law, considered one of the strictest in the nation, is the centerpiece of 

the Walker administration’s war on voting, and aims to stifle the voices of senior 
citizens, low-income and minority voters, and students at the ballot box.  

 

With less than 4 weeks until election day, the Supreme Court has put the rule of 

law ahead of the Scott Walker’s political gamesmanship. Tonight’s decision ensures 

that the right to vote in Wisconsin’s upcoming gubernatorial election will not be 

infringed upon by an unfair and unconstitutional voter ID law. And I fully expect 

that Wisconsin voters are now more galvanized than ever to put an end to Walker’s 
war on voting by making their voices heard in the voting booth on election day.”  

# # # 

 

United Wisconsin is an independent, grassroots organization of citizens restoring 

the Wisconsin tradition of democracy in action. For more information, visit our 

website at www.unitedwisconsin.com. 
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